
SCHOOL DISTRICT 49 RESPONSE: 

District 49 has approximately 2,300 students in special education program with 125 special education 

teachers, and 178 special education paras serving district-wide. 

They have prioritized special populations of advanced and at-risk learners to receive in-person 

education, even when we have had to reduce in-person instruction and use cohorts. That said, students 

are missing teachers, friends, routine, and community. 

The district said they are fulfilling the IEP (Individual Education Program) and do have programs/tutoring 

for students who are regressing or getting behind because of the pandemic or e-learning. 

District 49 said teachers excel at helping ALL students overcome obstacles, and that’s never been more 

evident than now. This season of learning is clearly more challenging than normal, but grading and 

evaluation is a year-round process. As they continue in-person learning with specialized learners, and 

provide a wide breadth and depth of interventions and services, the district expects to see most 

students recover most learning delays. As we would in a traditional year, we have a mix of students who 

meet and exceed standards along with lower-performing learners, who teachers are actively supporting. 

We know our teachers’ professional judgment will maximize student achievement while acknowledging 

and having compassion for the unique needs/situations of our students.  

District 49 is tracking more absences and more inconsistent attendance, in part because the ways to be 

marked present in school were transformed by the pandemic; therefore, the definition of an unexcused 

absence had to flex as well. If a student is making satisfactory progress regardless of their method of 

attendance (e.g., face-to-face, blended, fully online, etc.), they are marked present and remain in good 

standing with their school. School is still open and there is accountability for completing assignments. 

There is also support for the social emotional development and nurturing of our students. The school 

district and families work together to create a balance between challenge and support with respect to 

the students.  

“We are pushing hard to help students catch up, keep up, or move up, but we can’t apply so much 

pressure that we create counterproductive stress and anxiety,” D49 Spokesperson David Nancarrow 

said. “That’s why we trust the personal relationships and judgment of our educators and support 

professionals.” 

 

 

 


